DIWALI (DEEPAVALI) IS THE FESTIVAL OF LIGHT; CELEBRATE IT WITH LIGHT AND TRUE SPIRIT

MINIMIZE POLLUTION BY AVOIDING BURSTING OF FIRE-CrackERS

AVOID COMMUNITY GATHERING AMID COVID-19 SITUATIONS

MAINTAIN SOCIAL DISTANCING & DONT FORGET TO WEAR MASK

RESPECT AND OBEY ORDERS OF GOVERNMENTS & HON’BLE NGT ON FIRE-CrackERS

➢ As directed by Hon’ble NGT any sale and bursting of Firecrackers are banned in Delhi NCR and other cities where the average air quality for the month of November 2019 recorded in poor or worse than poor category.

➢ Only "Green Crackers" are allowed in cities or towns recorded moderate or better air quality during November 2019.

➢ The celebration with "Green Crackers" is restricted for two hours only on Diwali day wherever permitted by state

➢ Two hour time period (Exact timing) shall be notified by local state Governments; if not specified by local authorities Hon’ble NGT has specified timing as 8 pm to 10 pm for Diwali night and Gurupurb, 6am to 8am on Chhath and 11:55 pm to 12:30 am on Christmas and New Year’s Eve.

CARE YOURSELVES, YOUR FAMILY AND NEIGHBOURS; CARE FOR ENVIRONMENT

EVEN A SMALL CONTRIBUTION TO BETTER AIR QUALITY HELPS

COMBATING PANDEMIC SITUATION FOR MANKIND
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